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With the development of information and network technology, in all kinds of 
life have their own business transformation from traditional artificial processing 
work for information and digital processing. However, based on current office in 
Guizhou area institutions Department investigation, found that most of the current 
Party Committee Office of Guizhou area in the daily office work is still manually or 
using a semi automated manner, the work efficiency and the quality of daily office 
are very low. In order to meet to resolve the current Guizhou Area Office of Party 
committee office in the process of problem, decided to develop a suitable office 
system for a district Party committee office. The main contents include system 
design and development process. 
Through the communication with administrative management personnel and 
practical operation personnel in the Party committee office, me acknowledge the 
overall business demand of the management system for cooperative work, confirm 
the overall process of the system and use UML to analysis the detailed business 
demand of the system, obtaining the functional and nonfunctional demand of the 
system. Then I develop the management system of cooperative work in the party 
committee office based on B/S model. The method of the development approach is 
from bottom to top and the technology of the development, which is easy for 
development and deployment, high security and efficiency. MVC frame was added 
to the process of system design, which realizes the separation between business logic 
and page in the process and improves the maintenance, expansion and usability of 
the system. Then the system was realized and tested after the design of management 
system of cooperative work in the party committee office. The realization process 
mainly use each functional module as a unit, including realization of interface and 
core arithmetic of functional modules, by using .NET, ASP.NET, Ajax and SQL 
Server database technology. After system realization, black box testing method is 
used to testify the functional modules of the system thoroughly, and then it turns out 
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